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Algorithmic Gains with FPGA CoProcessingAlgorithmic Gains with FPGA CoProcessing
Many Off-Processor Acceleration Functions have been 
benchmarked for FPGA CoProcessing
Acceleration Depends on Algorithm and Logic Division Process
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Presentation Notes
Some examples at the algorithm level from AMD showing 3X to 370X acceleration.  At the application level, 10X can be achieved for CT Scan equipment, and 20X-50X can be achieved for Financial Options Trading.






C source code

SOPC Builder

Impulse C module

HyperTransport 
interface

Single and double-precision IEEE 754 
floating-point arithmetic supported in 
FPGA (XDI Library) and automatically 
inferred from code

All RTL for FPGA complete 
Altera project files

XDI local memory 
interface

Compile C to HDL

Make script-driven   
calls to Altera tools

Main loop

AMD:16-Lane HT, 400Mhz DDR, 3.2 GB/s

Example—Financial Solution (50x +)Example—Financial Solution (50x +)

Main loop

ESL: first step: 
PSP for ImpulseC

All components connected 
via Avalon™ fabric

Intel: FSB at 1066 Mhz, ~ 8.5 GB/s

Intel Module

AMD Module
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Problem: ESL tool produces a module, not a chip
Solution: Scripts!

PSP Facts:
PSP bridges the Impulse C module with Impulse’s proprietary interfaces to Altera Avalon bus interfaces and exports this as an SOPC Builder component.  This component contains all user logic targeted for FPGA implementation.  The PSP then constructs a system.ptf file and SOPC Builder is invoked “under the hood” to connect the Impulse C hardware module to all FPGA interface modules (memory, Hypertransport), which are delivered as in the XD1000 PSP as SOPC Builder components.  This system is then instantiated in canned top level RTL, resulting in a complete RTL description ready for place-and-route.  When the user exports this design (another GUI option in Impulse C), a complete Quartus II project is generated automatically, as is a batch file to execute the entire place-and-route process.  The end result is a completely push-button flow from a C-level description to an FPGA programming file.  Note that the user was not required to write any VHDL or Verilog to produce the FPGA programming file.  
Single precision and double precision floating-point arithmetic components can be inferred automatically from Impulse C code and implemented in the XD1000 with additional licenses from XtremeData.




Solution Examples 
(Xtreme Data Dual & Notional Quad Architecture) 

Solution Examples 
(Xtreme Data Dual & Notional Quad Architecture)

FPGA uses all motherboard 
resources meant for CPU:

HyperTransport Links, Memory interface, 
power supply, heat-sink

Usable in rack-mount or high-
density, “blade” server systems, 
where PC boards don’t work

Process is Scalable for Quad 
Processors
Cores Available to interface with 
AMD HyperTransport

High Bandwidth, Low Latency

Applications and Benchmarks 
Coming Soon!

Intel 
Xeon

AMD 
Opteron

AMD Module via 
HyperTransport

Intel Module 
connects via 

Front Side Bus
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XtremeData has done a great job providing an FPGA coprocessing solution which leverages commodity hardware economics.  A module with an Altera FPGA and pins underneath plugs into an Opteron socket in place of an Opteron CPU.  This module is able to access the DRAM banks and to use HyperTransport to communicate with the Opteron which is in the other socket.

As another example of leveraging commodity hardware for FPGA coprocessing we have the SRC solution.  SRC has an architecture which interfaces to the motherboard through the memory DIMM socket – an approach which enables bandwidth of over 14GB/s of data from Opteron or Xeon memory.  Their MAP module can plug into the space for a disk drive and use the power connector for that disk drive bay.  The SRC Carte Tool Chain supports easy to use acceleration of C or FORTRAN code.

The series H MAP used in the SRC-7 comes in two variants. The first of these is the Random Logic variant and contains two traditional 30 Mgate user logic chips clocked at 150 MHz. 
The MAP connects to the rest of the system through two Main I/O ports that sustain a total data payload of 14.4 Gbytes per second. These ports can connect to either the Hi-Bar switch or a SNAP interface. 
Each MAP has two 1 Gbyte globally shared DDR2 SDRAM common memory banks, called OBCMs, to provide a high volume of memory close to the processing elements. While these are accessible by all compute elements in the system, the Global Rsource Manager will favor their assignment to programs running on that particular MAP.
In addition, there are 10 banks of SRAM that support 20 simultaneous 64 bit memory accesses per clock. All of these memory banks are accessible from either User Logic chip, and data can also be moved between the User Logic chips, interleaved with OBM accesses based on the users needs. 
Direct external connection to the User Logic is achieved through the GPIO interface. This high bandwidth port can be connected to a variety of GPIOX cards. This port can be used to chain MAPs together and support data streaming between MAPs, or to allow direct connection to peripherals or sensors. As with all SRC systems, streaming between all parts of the MAP is supported through the Carte Programming Environment. 
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